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(54) AUDIO CONTRIBUTION IDENTIFICATION SYSTEM AND METHOD

(57) A system for identifying the contribution of a giv-
en sound source to a composite audio track, the system
comprising an audio input unit operable to receive an
input composite audio track comprising two or more
sound sources, including the given sound source, an au-
dio generation unit operable to generate, using a model
of a sound source, an approximation of the contribution
of the given sound source to the composite audio track,
an audio comparison unit operable to compare the gen-
erated audio to at least a portion of the composite audio
track to determine whether the generated audio provides
an approximation of the composite audio track that meets
a threshold degree of similarity, and an audio identifica-
tion unit operable to identify, when the threshold is met,
the generated audio as a suitable representation of the
contribution of the sound source to the composite audio
track.
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Description

[0001] This disclosure relates to an audio separation
system and method.
[0002] In view of the increasing demand for high-qual-
ity and versatile audio, the desire for improved audio
processing methods has also increased. Examples of
improvements to the audio quality include the reduction
of artefacts and volume levelling for an audio track, while
improvements to the versatility could include changing
the audio format or the file size. In some cases it is con-
sidered advantageous to be able to isolate (or at least
partially isolate) sound sources from an audio track, or
to remove (or at least partially remove) a sound source
from an audio track. This may be referred to as ’audio
separation’, as it relates to the separation of an audio
track such that one or more components of the audio
track are not present in an output.
[0003] Audio separation processing can often be diffi-
cult in the case of complex audio, such as in the case of
audio tracks that comprise a large number of audio sourc-
es. For example, it may become difficult to differentiate
between different sound sources contributing to the audio
track or signal - this is particularly true in the case for an
audio track in which multiple similar instruments are
used, or when multiple voices are present.
[0004] While it may be beneficial to be able to separate
audio tracks into component parts for each group of one
or more sound sources, the associated difficulties may
result in a lower-quality audio experience. Previously pro-
posed methods for audio separation often involve mask-
ing ’unwanted’ (i.e. non-target) portions of the audio
track, which can result in difficulties such as either too
much information being removed (such that portions of
the desired audio are removed) or not enough (such that
portions of the audio track other than the desired audio
are retained.
[0005] It is apparent that these difficulties may there-
fore result in improperly-separated sounds; this may be
identified by audio corresponding to a first a sound source
also comprising a contribution from audio corresponding
to a second (or other additional) sound source. More spe-
cifically, an example of this may be the obtaining of a
voice track that comprises instrument sounds due to poor
separation of the voice from the music in an audio track.
It is therefore apparent that the ability of humans to sep-
arate sound sources from one another (such as to listen
to a specific speaker in a busy room, known as the ’cock-
tail party effect’) is often superior to existing computer-
implemented methods; the development of an improved
method in order to bridge this gap in effectiveness is
therefore a desirable aim.
[0006] The obtaining of separated audio may have a
number of different applications. For example, by isolat-
ing the sound sources it may be easier to apply further
audio processing to the audio track (such as on a per-
instrument or per-sound-source basis), or in some cases
it may be beneficial to associate audio with a particular

source (for example, in assisting users with learning to
play their target instrument by isolating that instrument
from a track or by identifying which element in video con-
tent corresponds to a particular part of the audio track).
[0007] It is in the context of the above problems that
the present invention arises.
[0008] This disclosure is defined by claim 1.
[0009] Further respective aspects and features of the
disclosure are defined in the appended claims.
[0010] Embodiments of the present invention will now
be described by way of example with reference to the
accompanying drawings, in which:

Figures 1a, 1b, and 1c schematically illustrate sim-
plified output sound waves;
Figure 2 schematically illustrates an audio separa-
tion/generation method;
Figure 3 schematically illustrates a further audio sep-
aration/generation method;
Figure 4 schematically illustrates sound sources in
a virtual environment;
Figure 5 schematically illustrates unmodified sound
sources and a listener in a virtual environment;
Figure 6 schematically illustrates modified sound
sources and a listener in a virtual environment;
Figure 7 schematically illustrates an audio genera-
tion method;
Figure 8 schematically illustrates a system for gen-
erating and outputting audio;
Figure 9 schematically illustrates an audio separa-
tion unit; and
Figure 10 schematically illustrates an audio separa-
tion method.

[0011] Firstly, an example in which a simplified audio
signal is to be separated is considered.
[0012] Figure 1a schematically illustrates a composite
audio signal, with amplitude of an audio output on the
vertical axis and time on the horizontal. As can be seen,
the amplitude of the signal varies over time in a generally
sinusoidal manner. However, the signal is such that the
magnitudes of each of the peaks and troughs are not
constant over time. In this simplified example, the com-
posite wave of Figure 1a is a function of two separate
component waves - these are schematically illustrated
in Figures 1b and 1c. The varying amplitudes is apparent
in Figure 1a; for example, on the right side of the graph
the troughs are greater in magnitude than the peaks in
line with the oscillation shown in Figure 1c.
[0013] While the separation of the composite wave of
Figure 1a into the component waves of Figures 1b and
1c appears rather simple in this example, in practice a
separation is much more complicated. For example, the
number of sound sources is likely to be greater than two,
and each of the sound sources may have a complex fre-
quency profile that will vary how the sounds are interpret-
ed. In addition to this, environmental factors such as the
location of sound sources in an environment or the acous-
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tics of the recording environment may also impact this.
For example, the loudness or perceptibility of one or more
sounds may vary between different recording environ-
ments. In view of these complications, it is immediately
apparent as to how errors and inaccuracies may be
present when masking audio tracks to isolate sound
sources.
[0014] For instance, there are several types of masking
that can interfere with the sound separation process. A
first example is that of simultaneous masking, which is
when sounds overlap (that is, are received at the same
time) such that one sound prevents another from being
heard. This effect may further be dependent upon the
relative frequencies or intensities of the audio signals. A
second example is that of temporal masking, which is
when sounds that immediately precede/succeed one an-
other may cause one or more of the preceding/succeed-
ing sounds from being audible.
[0015] In the present application, an alternative ap-
proach is taken in which instead of masking the existing
audio track, steps are taken to generate new audio that
corresponds to a desired subset of one or more of the
sound sources present in the audio. That is, rather than
masking all sound not corresponding to a given sound
source within an audio track, a new audio track may be
generated that comprises only audio corresponding to
that sound source. Figure 2 schematically illustrates such
a method.
[0016] At a step 200, input data is provided. This data
includes an audio track for which the audio separa-
tion/generation method is to be performed, in addition to
further information such as the target element of the audio
track (for example, an instrument or other sound source
which is to be separated from the rest of the sound within
the audio track).
[0017] At a step 210, a model to be used for the gen-
eration of audio is to be identified. This step may comprise
the generation of a model, in some embodiments, and/or
the provision or selection of parameters used to constrain
the (or an existing) model. The model may be used to
simulate the output of audio from a specific sound source,
such as a particular instrument or person’s voice. A more
detailed discussion of sound generation models is pro-
vided below.
[0018] At a step 220, output audio is generated using
the selected model or models. The generated audio
should be an approximation of the contribution of the
modelled sound source to the initial audio track - for ex-
ample, a guitar track may be generated to approximate
the guitar portion of the initial audio track.
[0019] The generated output may be in any suitable
format; it is not limited to the generation of a raw audio
signal in the time domain. For example the audio may be
generated symbolically, such as in the form of sheet mu-
sic or MIDI representations that describe audio. Audio
may also be generated in the frequency domain, resulting
in the output of a spectrogram from which a sound may
be recovered (for example, by using a minimum phase

reconstruction of the signal).
[0020] Some sound sources may be more easily rep-
licable using specific generation methods and formats -
as such, models may select the format as appropriate.
For example, when generating output audio correspond-
ing to a speech input it may be more appropriate to use
a symbolic representation as the identification of words
may be simpler in such a format (although of course, any
suitable format may be useful).
[0021] At a step 230 the generated audio is compared
to the target audio, the target audio being the correspond-
ing portion of the initial audio track. If the comparison
determines that the generated audio is not a suitable ap-
proximation of the target audio, then the processing re-
turns to step 220 which is operable to generate a new
approximation with updated model parameters (such as
parameters that vary in dependence upon feedback
about the differences between the generated and target
audio). However, if it is determined that the generated
audio is a suitable approximation of the target audio then
the generated audio is output for use.
[0022] The model of the sound source that is used
should comprise information that characterises that
sound source. For example, when modelling a piano as
the sound source information such as the sound gener-
ated when pressing each key should be included, as well
as other constraints upon the sound output such as the
number of keys that can be pressed simultaneously (and
the spread of keys that can be pressed simultaneous-
ly/within a threshold amount of time due to user hand
size/movement speed).
[0023] Of course, there may be a number of variables
that need to be taken into account when utilising such a
model. For instance, if two people together play a single
piano then this makes a substantial difference to the con-
straints upon the notes that are able to be played simul-
taneously or in quick succession. Further modifications
to increase the specificity of the model, such as those
relating to a particular instrument or musician, may also
be considered in order to improve the ability of the model
to approximate the desired audio.
[0024] For example, modifications may include the
provision of details such as information about the instru-
ment itself (make and model, or physical characteristics,
for example), how it is tuned, and/or information about
the output method associated with the instrument (such
as through a particular amplifier that may cause the
sound to be modified in a particular manner).
[0025] Similarly, patterns in the generated audio may
also be identified to assist with generating a suitable rep-
resentation of the contribution of that instrument. For ex-
ample, it may be identified that an instrument plays the
same set of notes repeatedly and this information can be
used to assist the audio generation process in parts in
which the contribution of the sound source may be difficult
to identify (such as in particularly loud/chaotic portions
of an audio track). Similarly, this may apply if the model
is able to identify the chorus of a song as this may be
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repetitive.
[0026] While the use of pattern identification is consid-
ered to be able to improve the accuracy of the audio
generation process, this may also assist in improving the
efficiency as similar portions may be simply copied from
parts of the track generated at an earlier time. The
amount of processing required may therefore be signifi-
cantly reduced, particular in audio tracks that are consid-
ered to have a high degree of repetition.
[0027] Of course, while the discussion has been largely
with respect to instruments, other sound sources may
also be considered. For example, speech, animal noises,
sounds of machinery or equipment (such as input devices
for an entertainment device) being operated, and/or
sounds output by a game or other media may also be
considered to be suitable sound sources for modelling in
this manner.
[0028] While a single model may be provided that is
operable to identify and generate audio corresponding
to any of a plurality of sound sources, in practice a plurality
of models may be preferable. Models may be generated
with any suitable degree of granularity; it is considered
that there may be a trade-off between the quality of the
audio generated by the model (or the time taken to gen-
erate the correct audio) and the range of applicability of
the model.
[0029] To provide an example, a model may be pro-
vided that corresponds to all guitars; such a model should
be able to identify and generate a range of different audio
characteristics due to the range of guitars that exist and
the difference in sounds generated by each. Alternative-
ly, a model may be provided that corresponds to a subset
of guitars; for example, acoustic or electric. This subset
may be selected freely - for example, brand of the guitar,
groups of similar guitars, or even individual guitars. In
some cases, models could be provided that correspond
to each of the strings of a guitar, a group of which could
be used to represent the guitar as a whole.
[0030] In some cases, a composite model may be used
wherein the model is generated in dependence upon user
input (or other information, such as identification from the
audio) so as to take into account a range of factors about
the sound source. For instance, a custom guitar may not
correspond to any of the particular models that already
exist - in response to this, a custom model may be gen-
erated (using those existing models, where appropriate)
in dependence upon information from a user about the
specific components or similarities to components with
existing corresponding models.
[0031] Once one or more models are defined that are
each able to identify which sounds in an audio track may
correspond to a respective desired sound source, and to
be able to generate audio so as to correspond to those
sounds, inputs to the model are provided in accordance
with step 200 of Figure 2.
[0032] A first input to the model may be that of the audio
track which is to have one or more sound sources sep-
arated from the remaining audio. This may be an existing

recording, such as a stored audio file, or may comprise
live audio obtained using a microphone, for example.
[0033] Additional inputs may include information iden-
tifying the target sound source, information identifying
where in the input audio track the target sound source is
isolated (such as during a solo part of a song), information
characterising the input audio (such as a music genre)
and/or information about the recording conditions. As a
possible alternative to the former, analysis could be per-
formed to identify sound sources in the input audio track
and the user may be able to select the target source from
a list of identified sources.
[0034] In some embodiments, such as those in which
3D/multi-channel audio is provided, information about
the location of sound sources in the recording environ-
ment may be used to assist in distinguishing sound sourc-
es from one another. This may be particularly useful when
multiple sound sources of the same type are present in
the environment, such as in a song with multiple guitarists
or in a recording with multiple people having similar voic-
es.
[0035] In some embodiments, the sound source model
may be implemented using machine learning methods.
Such methods may be particularly well-suited to this au-
dio separation/generation method.
[0036] While any suitable method may be used, exam-
ples of machine learning based methods are provided
below.
[0037] In some embodiments, discriminative algo-
rithms may be used to compare generated audio output
with the input audio track to determine whether or not the
generated audio ’belongs’ to the input audio track. In oth-
er words, the algorithm may compare the generated au-
dio to the input audio to determine whether or not it can
be seen to match the corresponding portion of the input
audio track. In this case, the generated audio may be
assigned a confidence value that is indicative of the like-
lihood that the audio matches the input; a threshold may
be applied to confidence values to determine whether
the generated audio is sufficiently close to the input audio.
[0038] While discriminative algorithms may be suitable
in some embodiments, in other embodiments a genera-
tive learned model (such as a generative adversarial net-
work, GAN) may be used. A GAN may be suitable for
such methods as these are processes developed with
the aim of generating data that matches a particular tar-
get; in the present case, this would equate to generating
audio that matches a component (source) of the input
audio track. A number of alternative methods of utilising
a GAN may be employed, two of which are described
below.
[0039] A first method of utilising a GAN is that of using
it to train a conditional generative model. A conditional
generative model is a model in which conditions may be
applied, such as parameters relating to the desired out-
puts. In the present case, the conditions are specified by
the input audio track - this comprises the information
which is to be obtained, and as such the audio track in-
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cludes information that can be used to guide the gener-
ation of the new audio using the model.
[0040] A second method of utilising a GAN is effectively
that of ’reverse engineering’ the sound output from the
desired sound source. Typically, a generative model is
provided with an input variable (this is a random vector
during training) from which an output is generated. Of
course, when a random input vector is provided, a ran-
dom (yet dependent upon the input vector) output is gen-
erated.
[0041] However, in an implementation of the second
method a more convergent approach may be taken. The
input vector can be refined through backpropagation so
that is produces an output that is increasingly similar to
the corresponding audio in the audio track for which the
separation is to be performed. This refinement may be
defined with a loss function as the objective, as defined
between the original audio track and the successive out-
puts of the GAN, wherein the input vector is modified
iteratively so as to reduce the value of the loss function
(indicating a higher degree of similarity between the out-
put and the input audio track that is to be separated.
[0042] As the model is constrained such that it only
operates for a subset of the sounds, such as a specific
instrument, the output necessarily corresponds to that
subset of sounds. The generated audio can therefore be
considered to be an equivalent to the contribution of a
sound source corresponding to the model, and as such
the generated audio may be used as a track as if it had
been separated from the original audio track.
[0043] In the case that multiple sound sources are de-
sired to be separated from an input audio track, the sep-
aration method may be performed simultaneously or in
any suitable order. In some examples, the order of sep-
aration may be in the order of model accuracy or efficien-
cy - the results of one model may be used to assist a
model used later to extract information about the desired
sound source.
[0044] For example, once a guitar sound has been sep-
arated from the audio track, information about the sepa-
rated sound may be used for the voice separation (for
example, by performing a filtering to remove the guitar
sound from the input audio to assist in identifying the
voice component). In some embodiments this filtering
may be used only in non-voice segments, so as to reduce
the overall amount of information that is considered whilst
maintaining a suitable level of audio quality in the initial
input audio for the desired sound source..
[0045] Of course, these are only exemplary implemen-
tations; other approaches, using machine learning or oth-
erwise, may be utilised within the framework of the
present disclosure.
[0046] As an exemplary sound separation method in
line with the method schematically illustrated in Figure
2, we consider the example of the separation of a guitar
track from a song comprising a number of other instru-
ments and/or voices.
[0047] As in the step 200, the song is provided as the

input data. Additionally, information may be input by the
user to identify the guitar as the target sound source to
be separated, however it may instead be the case that
the method is performed for each sound source identified
from analysis of the song.
[0048] In the next step (210), the model corresponding
to the guitar used in the track is identified. This may be
an automatic identification of the guitar based upon an
analysis of the input song or metadata associated with
the song, or may be selected by a user. As noted above,
this model may be general (guitar), or more specific (spe-
cific model and/or play style), and can include factors
such as the genre of music in determining the correct
model.
[0049] At the step 220, the model is used to generate
guitar tracks that approximate the guitar present in the
input song.
[0050] In the first method described above, this com-
prises the specifying of the conditions that constrain the
target audio - for example, the user (or an analysis of the
input song) may be able to identify parts of the input song
that correspond to target audio in order to guide the model
in generating the desired audio.
[0051] In the second method described above, this in-
stead comprises the determining of a correct input vector
to the model; ’correct’ here indicating that the input vector
is used to generate a guitar track that matches (or at least
clearly approximates) the corresponding guitar contribu-
tion in the input song.
[0052] At the step 230, the generated guitar track is
compared to the input song; of course, this may be com-
bined with the step 220 in some cases rather than being
an entirely distinct step. Any suitable pattern-matching
technique (for example) may be used. If the generated
guitar track is found to match (or approximate to within
a threshold variance) the guitar contribution in the input
song then the generated guitar track is output as sepa-
rated audio. If this is not the case, then the process re-
turns to step 220 to generate a new guitar track that may
be more suitable as a part of an iterative process.
[0053] This may be summarised in the method shown
in Figure 3, comprising three more broadly characterised
steps.
[0054] In a step 300, a song or other audio track is input.
[0055] In a step 310, sound source audio, for one or
more desired sound sources, is reconstructed using a
corresponding model of the sound source.
[0056] In a step 320, the reconstructed sound source
audio is output as separated audio for use on a per-sound
source basis (unless it is desired that audio correspond-
ing to a plurality of sound sources are output in a single
audio track).
[0057] Of course, separation of individual instrument
audio tracks from input audio is not considered to be the
only application of the present disclosure. In some em-
bodiments, the objective may be to separate the speech
from an individual speaker (or a group, for example in a
chorus) in order to perform speech recognition, voice fil-
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tering in a noisy environment, or any other processing
that may be enhanced by having a separated audio track
comprising only that source of speech.
[0058] In such a case the input audio would be an audio
track that contains the speech that is to be separated.
This may be a spoken command to an electronic device,
such as a computer-based or robotic personal assistant,
or any other audio recording of speech, for example.
[0059] Constraining the model used to generate the
speech may be more complex than in the case of an
instrument, as the range of sounds that may be generated
by a human voice can be rather high as well as having
fewer physical and/or logical constraints. That is, humans
are capable of generating a large number of sounds
(greater than the number of notes on an instrument - for
example, instruments may have constraints upon com-
binations of notes and logical sequencing of notes, with
these constraints not being so restrictive when in the con-
text of language.
[0060] Inputs to generate and/or select a suitable
speech model may therefore include speech samples for
a particular user or class of user, language-specific in-
formation (such as identifying basic sounds, syllables,
and/or words), vocal range, information about accents,
and/or any other information that may be used to distin-
guish between different sounds and/or speakers.
[0061] As noted above, there are a number of applica-
tions for the use of the separated audio content that is
obtained using the described method.
[0062] A first example is that of identifying voice com-
mands, particularly when the voice command is issued
in a noisy environment. By reconstructing the audio cor-
responding to the input sound, it may be possible to gen-
erate an audio track comprising only the voice commands
provided by a single user. This may enable a speech
recognition process to more clearly identify commands,
as interfering sounds (such as background noise and/or
simultaneous speech from other people) may be re-
moved (or at least substantially reduced) from the audio.
[0063] Another example is that of improved audio mix-
ing, such as when adjusting the contribution of different
instruments in a song before finalising the track. By gen-
erating the separated audio for each instrument, rather
than handling the audio corresponding to all instruments
simultaneously, more tailored modifications may be
made to each of the different elements (that is, sound
sources) of the track. This may lead to a higher-quality
sound output in the finalised track, as the need to balance
modifications to the audio in view of different instruments
is mitigated.
[0064] A further example is that of providing an aug-
mented reality experience in which particular sounds can
be filtered out so that they are not heard by a user. For
instance, this could include filtering out the sounds of
nearby traffic, or of machinery in a workshop, enabling
the user to hear other sounds more clearly. In a first im-
plementation, this could be achieved by generating audio
comprising the unwanted audio and subtracting this from

the sound that is actually recorded. Alternatively, a sec-
ond implementation could rely upon generating separat-
ed audio for each of the other sound sources that are
recorded and to pass only that audio to the user.
[0065] In some cases, the disclosed method may be
suitable for generating improved virtual reality content
from pre-existing media. In some cases, the improved
virtual media may offer an immersive experience to a
user by allowing the viewpoint to be moved freely; em-
bodiments of the present disclosure may assist in gen-
erating audio that allows such an experience to be en-
joyed fully by a user whilst improving the sense of im-
mersion. An example of this is discussed below with ref-
erence to Figures 4-6.
[0066] Figure 4 schematically illustrates a schematic
plan view of an environment 400 in which a number of
sound sources S1, S2, and S3 are present. The environ-
ment 400 can be considered to be a virtual environment
that corresponds to a real environment in which sound
is captured at a microphone position X (or a virtual envi-
ronment in which a virtual microphone is used as part of
the sound generation process). The sound sources S1,
S2 and S3 may be any type of sound source, such as
instruments, people, and/or speakers.
[0067] Figure 5 schematically illustrates the virtual en-
vironment 400 in which a listener Y is present. The sound
sources S2’ and S3’ represent the perceived locations of
the sound sources when the audio is presented to the
listener; these differ from the positions shown for S2 and
S3 in Figure 4, and no sound source corresponding to S1
is present in Figure 5, due to the fact that the same audio
is provided to the listener Y as was recorded at the po-
sition X. This means that the sound sources are per-
ceived at being at the same relative positions to the lis-
tener Y as they were to the microphone X during record-
ing (or sound generation, more generally).
[0068] This can cause a disconnect between video and
audio for a user, in that the positions of elements in the
video may be adjusted in view of the listener’s movement
within the virtual environment. This disconnect may lead
to a loss of immersion, and therefore a worsening of the
user experience.
[0069] Instead, as shown in Figure 6, the sound sourc-
es S1", S2", and S3" should appear to be at the positions
occupied by the sound sources S1, S2, and S3 in Figure
4. As is apparent from Figure 6, the positions of these
sound sources relative to the listener Z are different to
those positions relative to the microphone as shown in
Figure 4.
[0070] These varying of position may be achieved us-
ing a method according to Figure 7, for example.
[0071] A step 700 comprises capturing or otherwise
receiving a sound input. For example, this may be audio
recorded (or input live) using a microphone, or an existing
song or the like. In the example of Figure 4, this step
would comprise the capturing of audio from sound sourc-
es S1, S2, and S3 with the microphone at X.
[0072] A step 710 comprises separating sound sourc-
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es from the audio using a method such as those de-
scribed above. The result of this process is a plurality of
audio tracks (separated sounds) each corresponding to
one or more sound sources in the captured audio.
[0073] A step 720 comprises associating one or more
of the separated sounds with representations of corre-
sponding sound sources in a virtual environment, and
determining the location of that representation in the en-
vironment. For example, separated sounds relating to
the voice of a speaker may be associated with a virtual
model or image of that speaker (or any other avatar/rep-
resentation), and the location of that model in the virtual
environment is determined.
[0074] A step 730 comprises applying processing to
one or more of the separated sounds in order to account
for the position of the sound source relative to the listener
in the environment. For instance, if the listener is closer
to a sound source than the sound source was to the mi-
crophone in the original recording, the volume may be
increased in this step. Similarly, any suitable processing
may be applied to account for the change in position; in
some embodiments, the sounds are modified in accord-
ance with a head-related transfer function associated
with the user for that environment. Of course, in other
cases a more simplified processing may be applied to
approximate the effects of a changed relative position -
in such cases the processing may comprise only modi-
fying the volume and/or apparent direction, for example.
[0075] A step 740 comprises the output of the proc-
essed separated sound to a listener. This may be per-
formed in conjunction with displayed imagery (such as
in a virtual reality experience), or may be entirely inde-
pendent of displayed content - for example, an audio-
only experience may be provided to a user (such as being
a part of an augmented reality experience with no display
component).
[0076] In accordance with this, it becomes possible to
generate audio that is able to be suitably localised within
a virtual environment so as to enable a user to be pro-
vided with an immersive VR experience with correct au-
dio as the position of the user changes within the envi-
ronment.
[0077] Figure 8 schematically illustrates a system for
generating and outputting audio, comprising an audio
separation unit 800, an audio processing unit 810, and
an audio output unit 820.
[0078] The audio separation unit 800 is operable to
receive input audio (comprising a composite audio track),
identify the contribution of a sound source to the audio
track, and generate sound corresponding to that contri-
bution.
[0079] The audio processing unit 810 is operable to
perform any desirable processing to the generated audio.
For example, this may comprise processing to modify
the generated audio (such as audio mixing) or processing
to generate audio suitable for output (such as correctly-
located sound sources). Of course, in some cases this
processing may be omitted and the separated audio is

output directly as generated.
[0080] The audio output unit 820 is operable to output
the generated/processed audio as desired.
[0081] Figure 9 schematically illustrates an audio sep-
aration unit 800, as shown in Figure 8. The audio sepa-
ration unit 800 comprises an audio input unit 900, an
audio generation unit 910, and an audio comparison unit
920. In some embodiments, the audio separation unit
800 may also comprise a sound source identification unit,
a speech recognition unit, and/or an audio subtraction
unit. These may be formed as separate units, or formed
as a part of the audio input generation unit 900 or audio
generation unit 910 as appropriate.
[0082] The audio input unit 900 is operable to receive
an input composite audio track comprising two or more
sound sources. As noted above, the input composite au-
dio track may comprise live audio obtained using a mi-
crophone or pre-recorded audio, as appropriate for the
application. The sound source may be an instrument or
a person speaking, for example.
[0083] The audio generation unit 910 is operable to
generate, using a model of a sound source, an approxi-
mation of the contribution of the sound source to the com-
posite audio track. In some embodiments, the model
comprises a machine learning algorithm as is described
above.
[0084] If the sound source is an instrument, the model
may comprise information about the sounds that are able
to be generated by the instrument. Alternatively, if the
sound source is a person speaking the model may com-
prise information about the range of sounds able to be
made by the person. In some embodiments, the audio
generation unit 910 is operable to use information about
the recording environment in which the composite audio
track is recorded as an input to the model.
[0085] The audio comparison unit 920 is operable to
compare the generated audio to at least a portion of the
composite audio track to determine whether the gener-
ated audio provides an approximation of the composite
audio track that meets a threshold degree of similarity.
[0086] The audio identification unit 930 is operable to
identify, when the threshold is met, the generated audio
as a suitable representation of the contribution of the
sound source to the composite audio track.
[0087] If present, the sound source identification unit
is operable to identify one or more sound sources in the
composite audio track. This can be used to select an
appropriate model for the application, for example.
[0088] If present, the speech recognition unit is oper-
able to identify words or commands in the person’s
speech. These may be used as voice commands for con-
trolling processing of another application, for example,
or for enhanced voice recording.
[0089] If present, the audio subtraction unit is operable
to subtract the audio in the suitable representation from
the composite audio track to generate a reduced audio
track. This may be advantageous in that the audio gen-
eration unit 910 and audio comparison unit 920 may each
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be operable to use the reduced audio track and/or the
generated suitable representation as an input to addi-
tional processing. This may reduce the total amount of
audio within the track, enabling an improved comparison
or generation process (for example, as the target may
be more isolated).
[0090] The audio separation unit 800 is an example of
a processor that is operable to identify the contribution
of a sound source to a composite audio track, and in
particular is operable to:

receive an input composite audio track comprising
two or more sound sources;
generate, using a model of a sound source, an ap-
proximation of the contribution of the sound source
to the composite audio track;
compare the generated audio to at least a portion of
the composite audio track to determine whether the
generated audio provides an approximation of the
composite audio track that meets a threshold degree
of similarity; and
identify, when the threshold is met, the generated
audio as a suitable representation of the contribution
of the sound source to the composite audio track.

[0091] Figure 10 schematically illustrates a method for
identifying the contribution of a sound source to a com-
posite audio track.
[0092] A step 1000 comprises receiving an input com-
posite audio track comprising two or more sound sourc-
es.
[0093] A step 1010 comprises generating, using a
model of a sound source, an approximation of the con-
tribution of the sound source to the composite audio track.
[0094] A step 1020 comprises comparing the generat-
ed audio to at least a portion of the composite audio track
to determine whether the generated audio provides an
approximation of the composite audio track that meets a
threshold degree of similarity.
[0095] A step 1030 comprises identifying, when the
threshold is met, the generated audio as a suitable rep-
resentation of the contribution of the sound source to the
composite audio track.
[0096] The techniques described above may be imple-
mented in hardware, software or combinations of the two.
In the case that a software-controlled data processing
apparatus is employed to implement one or more fea-
tures of the embodiments, it will be appreciated that such
software, and a storage or transmission medium such as
a non-transitory machine-readable storage medium by
which such software is provided, are also considered as
embodiments of the disclosure.

Claims

1. A system for identifying the contribution of a given
sound source to a composite audio track, the system

comprising:

an audio input unit operable to receive an input
composite audio track comprising two or more
sound sources, including the given sound
source;
an audio generation unit operable to generate,
using a model of a sound source, an approxi-
mation of the contribution of the given sound
source to the composite audio track;
an audio comparison unit operable to compare
the generated audio to at least a portion of the
composite audio track to determine whether the
generated audio provides an approximation of
the composite audio track that meets a threshold
degree of similarity; and
an audio identification unit operable to identify,
when the threshold is met, the generated audio
as a suitable representation of the contribution
of the sound source to the composite audio
track.

2. A system according to claim 1, wherein the model
comprises a machine learning algorithm.

3. A system according to claim 1, comprising a sound
source identification unit operable to identify one or
more sound sources in the composite audio track.

4. A system according to claim 1, wherein the given
sound source is an instrument.

5. A system according to claim 4, wherein the model
comprises information about the sounds that are
able to be generated by the instrument.

6. A system according to claim 1, wherein the given
sound source is a person speaking.

7. A system according to claim 6, comprising a speech
recognition unit operable to identify words or com-
mands in the person’s speech.

8. A system according to claim 1, wherein the audio
generation unit is operable to generate an approxi-
mation for each of the sound sources in the compos-
ite audio track.

9. A system according to claim 1, comprising an audio
subtraction unit operable to subtract the audio in the
suitable representation from the composite audio
track to generate a reduced audio track.

10. A system according to claim 9, wherein the audio
generation unit and audio comparison unit are each
operable to use the reduced audio track and/or the
generated suitable representation as an input to ad-
ditional processing.
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11. A system according to claim 1, wherein the audio
generation unit is operable to use information about
the recording environment in which the composite
audio track is recorded as an input to the model.

12. A system according to claim 1, wherein the input
composite audio track comprises live audio obtained
using a microphone.

13. A method for identifying the contribution of a given
sound source to a composite audio track, the method
comprising:

receiving an input composite audio track com-
prising two or more sound sources, including the
given sound source;
generating, using a model of a sound source,
an approximation of the contribution of the given
sound source to the composite audio track;
comparing the generated audio to at least a por-
tion of the composite audio track to determine
whether the generated audio provides an ap-
proximation of the composite audio track that
meets a threshold degree of similarity; and
identifying, when the threshold is met, the gen-
erated audio as a suitable representation of the
contribution of the sound source to the compos-
ite audio track.

14. Computer software which, when executed by a com-
puter, causes the computer to carry out the method
of claim 13.

15. A non-transitory machine-readable storage medium
which stores computer software according to claim
14.
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